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Summaries 

Amel BOUKERROU: Attachment, abandonment and resilience in 

school children. Study in a Home for Abandoned Children in the 

wilaya of Constantine 

The present research contributes to the analysis of three intrapsychic 

factors involved in the resilience of nine girls who were abandoned, schooled 

and placed in the Home for Abandoned Children-Girls (FEAF) in the wilaya 
of Constantine. These three intrapsychic factors are: the defensive register 

mobilized, the quality of the imaginary space and the mentalization 
capacities. The results obtained through the projective method used show 

that the use of a varied defensive register, a rich imaginary space and 

mentalization capacities are factors that determine resilience in abandoned 
children living in foster care.   

Keywords: attachment - abandonment - child - schooling - resilience - 

projective method - Kafala. 

Dolly SARRAF: The gendered consciousness in sociology in Lebanon 

secondary levels between reality and aspirations 

This article presents an investigation of the gendered consciousness 

based on objectives of the curricula and textbooks adopted in Lebanon for 
over twenty years. In order to evaluate this reality, the author used the study 

of the sociology curriculum in the secondary level to measure gendered 
awareness among pupils. In order to achieve the desired objectives, she 

analysed the content of sociology textbooks, while exploiting the results of 

the questionnaire. The study concluded that there is a need to rectify the 
current curricula in order to adapt to the social and cultural changes in 

Lebanon, which is currently facing a world in constant transformation. 

Keywords: gender - curricula - pupils - gendered awareness - stereotype - 

Lebanon. 
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Saffa OUFASKA: Writing in the feminine in “Women's Dreams”: an 

ethos of contestation for a redefinition of the “hudud” 

The French-speaking Maghrebi literature plays a role, through fiction, in 
deciphering changing Arab societies by shedding light on issues that have 

for a long time remained in the dark. Literary history, having been nourished 
for a long time by different discourses, has revealed a certain violence 

towards the harem woman. Several feminist voices have been mobilised 

against this essentialist viewpoint, as is the case of Fatima Mernissi, a major 

figure in French-speaking Moroccan literature who, through her writings, 

has made the cries of women to be heard. This article reinterrogates, on the 

basis of historical and hermeneutical reflection, the notion of hudduds 
erected between the two sexes in Women's Dreams, using an aesthetic that 

participates in the deconstruction of ideologised gender boundaries. 

Keywords: writing in the feminine - hudduds - patriarchal fikh - woman-

power - rebel aesthetics. 

H. D. KEMGUEU FÉKOU: Humanitarian action, law and culture of 

Fulani refugees in East Cameroon: between the desirable and the 

feasible 

Family planning and the fight against early marriage policies in refugee 

sites often raise concerns. In this article, we do question the relevance of 
these policies, based on the theory of culture shock and the perception of the 

other, in relation to the ways of the populations/beneficiaries in refugee sites 
in Eastern Cameroon. We look at this specifically, not from a human rights 

perspective, nor even from the impact of these on reproductive health, but on 

the freedom of cultural self-determination of the people concerned. This 
empirical approach presents the expression and resistance of endogenous 

cultural practices as a failure of the propagation of Judeo-Christian formali-

sations. 

Keywords: culture - early marriage - fulani - family planning - humanitar-

ian action. 
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Yasmina MAAROUF and Achour SELLAL: The exploitation of the 

Ottoman land archives before the Warnier Law of 1873 

This article aims to analyse the Ottoman land archives and their contents. 
During the colonial period, the management of state property was to exploit 

these archives until the promulgation of the Warnier Law in 1873. This 
situation challenges us to highlight the extent of this exploitation, whether on 

the administrative, political, economic, social, archival or historical level. 

We relied on document analysis, selecting references that were based on the 

archives, in order to determine the true reality of the real property system in 

Algeria during the Ottoman period, and to redraw the colonial land map. 

The study concluded with the presentation of references, legislative texts and 
archival research tools based on the Arab-Ottoman registers. 

Keywords: land archives - Ottoman archives - state domain - french 

occupation - Algeria - warnier Law. 

Mokhtar HOCEINI: Dimensions and values of the folktale: the case of 

“The cow of the orphans” 

The folktale occupies an important place in the cultural heritage of 

peoples and in this research, we approach the question of the role that the 

Algerian folktale can play in anthropological studies about culture and 

society. The tale entitled: “the cow of the orphans” will be the object of a 
linguistic, descriptive and pragmatic analysis. Finally, we concluded that 

this tale is a corpus that is situated in a special time period that explains the 

past, the present and the future. It is also a speech act and its content is 
composed of values, deeply rooted in the consciousness of the Algerian 

people.  

Keywords: culture - society - folktale - linguistic anthropology - value -  

the cow of the orphans. 
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Samir BENAMARA and Meriem CHABOU-OTHMANI: New towns, 

legal texts and agricultural land: case of the new town of Bouinan 

(Algeria) 

In order to reduce the pressure on the capital (Algiers), while satisfying 

its housing and equipment needs, the public authorities sometimes choose 
inappropriate solutions, sacrificing agricultural land for ambitious but 

inadequate programs, as in the case of the new town of Bouinan. Indeed, the 

Algerian legislator has put forward, on the one hand, the protection of this 

land as a fundamental objective in various texts, including that of 2016 

relating to the constitutional revision, and on the other hand, the legal basis 
through a panoply of texts framing the new towns. Faced with this duality, 

the decision-maker will be called upon to evaluate the contribution of this 

project in terms of urban development, in parallel with its impacts on the 
agrarian plan. 

Keywords: urban development - agricultural land - protection - regulation 

- Duality - New towns. 


